
Shale  Gas  Future:  Global
Distribution  and  Industry
Impacts
Chemical  Engineering  magazine  has  posted  a  free  on-demand
webinar on the distribution of shale across the globe and the
enormous petroleum resources they represent.

Norton  Rose  Fulbright’s  M&A
in 2014
Setp. 4, 12 p.m. CDT
Norton Rose Fulbright will present a complimentary webinar on
tax  considerations  that  optimize  after-tax  returns  in
acquisitive  transactions.

Content is King For Attorney
Marketing
Attorney Digital Marketing and James Publishing offer a free
on-demand webinar on the best practices of marketing a law
firm in the digital age.
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Construction  Contracts:
Owner’s  Project  Controls
Review
Sept. 10, 12 p.m. CDT
As  a  part  of  its  ongoing  webinar  series  “Understanding
construction  contract  controls  and  construction  audit  best
practices,” Baker Tilly will present a complimentary webinar
on the use of testing and verification to help a development
team deliver a successful project.

Environmental  Rules  Update
for Power Plant Personnel
On-Demand
POWER magazine presents a complimentary on-demand webinar on
environmental  regulatory  issues  confronting  the  utility
industry as the Environmental Protection Agency continues to
ratchet down emission rates and discharge limits through rules
involving air, water, and waste regulations.
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Contracts  and  Bankruptcy:  5
Steps That Get You Paid
Sept. 3, 1 p.m. CDT
A webinar presented by zlien will discuss how to secure lien
rights and guarantee payment in the context of a bankruptcy
involving a construction contract.

Analyzing the New $60 Billion
Contract Opportunity
On-Demand
Bloomberg Government in partnership with the Coalition for
Government  Procurement  offers  a  free  on-demand  webinar
previewing the structure, scope and competitive landscape on
OASIS multiple-award contracts.

The New Consumers of Utility
Data
Sept. 10, 2 p.m. EDT
Urjanet will present a complimentary webinar on how big data
is becoming a must-have for multiple departments within an
organization to achieve their distinct goals.
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Complying with the Americans
with Disabilities Act
On-Demand
Davis,  Brown,  Koehn,  Shors  &  Roberts,  P.C.  has  posted  a
complimentary on-demand webinar discussing compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act.

Someone  Online  Hates  You:
Ethical Responses to Negative
Online Feedback
Avvo will present a webinar discussing ways to help lawyers
and law firms get comfortable with the rapid proliferation of
online feedback and the most effective – and ethical – ways to
respond.

Contracting  Efficiency  for
Your  Legal  Department  in  3
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Easy Steps
Inside Counsel lists some of the best practices that counsel
can easily adopt that will help develop process standards to
boost contracting efficiency.

How  to  Conduct  Workplace
Investigations  That  Hold  Up
in Court
Hatmaker  Law  Group  presents  free  monthly  employment  law
webinars.

Legal and Effective Reference
Checking  and  Education
Verification
Sept. 4, 2:30 p.m. EDT
HR.com will present a complimentary webcast on verifying past
employment and education and obtaining references.
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Compliance Map Enterprise: A
Webinar Demonstration
Sept. 4, 10 a.m. PDT
The Compliance Map will host a free webinar covering a demo of
its  enterprise  software  solution  for  the  management  of
environmental compliance regulations.

A  State  of  the  Utilities
Industry Study – What Keeps
You Awake at Night?
Sept. 4, 12 p.m. EDT
Faced with everything from unpredictable weather to changing
renewable energy portfolios to volatile fuel prices, utilities
can only be certain about one thing: uncertainty.

Managing  Partial  State  of
Charge in Microgrids
Sept. 2, 11 a.m;. CDT
HOMER Energy joins market partner Trojan Battery Company for
an online educational presentation
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ARMA Webinar: Cross-Border E-
Discovery
UBIC  is  making  available  a  complimentary  on-demand  ARMA
webinar  on  issues  and  solutions  related  to  finding,
transferring and reviewing digital evidence, through Sept. 30.

Top Ten Mistakes in I-9 and
E-Verify Compliance
Equifax will present a complimentary webinar on the top risks
in the I-9 and E-Verify process and how employers can avoid
them.

Legal  and  Contracts
Collaboration
Optimus BT will present a complimentary webinar for legal and
contract teams looking to manage full contract lifecycle from
drafting  contracts,  to  approvals,  eSignatures  and  contract
administration.
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Advanced  Contract
Negotiations
The Association of Corporate Counsel offers a free on-demand
webcast  focusing  on  advanced  drafting  and  negotiating
strategies that may be used in connection with virtually every
type of contract.
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